To the editors: Insert intelligent-sounding title here

	You’ve probably all heard about the crash of the $125 million Mars orbiter.  Doesn’t it sound like a really stupid error?  Someone didn’t convert pounds, an English measurement, to newtons, a metric measurement, so when they activated its thrusters, they put out either 4.5 times too much or 4.5 times too little force.  They really screwed up.  This is a real shame, and yet it seems a little bit funny to us.  These scientists, who have their doctorates in physics or astronautics, can still make mistakes like we made in grade school.
	Compare the life training and work of these scientists to one year of school.  At the end of the year, they have a final exam.  It’s open-book and open-note.  The instructor tells these students that, although they may work in groups, their grade will be an F if the test is not absolutely perfect. After a certain amount of time has passed, even grades for the perfect scores will go down.  The score for perfect work can go down to a D, but the most important thing is not to miss anything.  Imagine the stress on the students!  Even though they knew these conditions in advance, there is no way that on the test, they could be absolutely sure that everything is correct.  And these guys would rather get an A than a D, right?  So once they are as sure as they’re going to be that everything is correct, they hand in the test.  NASA has learned from its previous mistakes, but it’s almost amazing that there aren’t more $125 million F grades.
	What we’re learning now, in high school, is material that we will need to know for the rest of our life.  Someday, we’re going to have jobs, where maybe we can’t afford to make a mistake.  Sometimes, like with the Mars orbiter, there isn’t a margin for error.  We can’t afford to shrug something off with “Oh, that was just a stupid mistake, it doesn’t matter,” or, “Who cares?  I still got a B.”  If you do that, how much are your mistakes going to cost?

